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Today, I plan on giving you a simple approach on how to look at the mindset
of losing weight. Notice I said MINDSET, not HOW TO. Why am I doing this,
because just about everyone writes something on how to lose Xlbs in so
many days. So I figure I would use my own personal TFS spin on this weight
loss thing.

So now here we are, standing in front of the scale afraid to get on it and see
what it tells us. Yes I know, I have been quoted as saying to stay away from
the scale, and I still believe that, but if your focus is losing weight, then you
need to know where you are, right?

Once we get off the scale, I want you to go to your pantry and take out two
cans of soup. Don't have two cans of soup? No worries, take out two cans of
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anything. Now, most cans don't even weigh 1 lbs, so this should be an easy
task. I want you to take one can in each hand and straighten out your arms
so they are parralel to the ground. Time yourself and see how long you can
hold it.

I have you do this because I want to make a point on something. I want you
to focus on just losing 2lbs a week. Nothing more. Two pounds are just a
little more than what you were just holding up in your hands.

"Andrew, only 2lbs? Come on, I know programs that say I can lose 20lbs
in 4 days and your talking 2lbs in a week?"

Remember, I am talking about a MINDSET, not an activity. Here's my
reasoning. A lot of these programs tell you weight loss numbers, but then
the fine print says "individual results my vary." So, if the program calls for
20lbs of weight loss in 4 days, but you only hit 10lbs, pychologically you
may be let down. BUT, if you focus on just TWO pounds a week, and you hit
5lbs, you're feeling great!

Now, here's the good part. You are STILL doing the work to lose the weight,
without having to concentrate on a number that program "recommends".
Oh, one thing, please understand, there are some really GREAT programs
out there, I've interviewed a lot of people who have them and they are great,
so I'm all for a good weight loss program, ok?

If you focus on 2lbs a week, that's 8lbs a month. In 2 months, you'll be at
16lbs and excited about it! Why? Because all the sudden your clothes are
fitting better and people are starting to notice how you look. Best of all, your
health is MUCH better now as well.

The only thing different you did, mindset wise, was to put your mind at ease
and focus on a nice, attainable number. Oh, I'm sure I'll have people say that
I may be off my rocker, but if one person can benefit from this mindset, I'm
happy I was able to put it out there for them.

I would love to know your thoughts!



Let's talk calories for a bit, shall we? Most people, especially the ones
reading this right now, know the simple formula for weight loss....."Burn
more calories than you take in." I'm also sure that the "Fitness Over 45"
crowd find it harder and harder to count the calorie and maybe, just maybe
lose some weight.

I'm sure I'll get some response to that statement, but if you're just starting
out in a weight loss journey, follow that basic rule and you'll be off to a
good start. Then, build on that philosophy but we'll talk about that another
time.

BUT, if all you EVER DO is count calories, In my humble opinion, you'll get
yourself in trouble in the "healthy eating" side of things. Let me explain
what I'm talking about.....

Now, I'm coming from a place where I believe there are good calories and
there are not so good calories. (not talking about taste either!).

If you're on a regiment of only eating 1500 calories a day and you have a
bowl of ice cream that is 1500 calories, you would be done with the daily
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requirement, right? Oh sure, you had the proper amount, but was that good
for you? Most people would say "no", but I'd imagine there are a few that
would say "Heck ya, that's fine to do it that way as long as you don't eat
anything else the rest of the day."

Logically speaking........really? Really? REALLY!? Can someone actually say
that because you were only to consume 1500 calories that day and you did
it, you should be fine and health? Really!? (could you figure out I was being
sarcastic?)

Anyway, my point is that just because you may follow the "counting calorie"
method of weight loss doesn't mean you can eat anything you wish as long
as the calorie count is maintained. You still have to put SOME sort of effort
into it, right?

I'm sure eating 1500 calories of meat or fish or salads or fruits will be a LOT
better for you body than 1500 calories of ice cream, right? Maybe I'm
preaching to the choir here, but there are actually people out that who will
question this theory.

Hey, if you can get away with it, go for it! I don't know about you, but eating
a bowl of ice cream is WAY more yummy than a bowl full of salad,
especially if it has butterscotch flavoring in it! UMMMMMMMMMM!

To be perfectly honest, I've never been a fan of the counting calorie method
for myself. Why? Because I have a difficult time portioning the food out. Oh,
I'm not against it at all, I'm just not a fan of it. If you are, GREAT! I know a
lot of people who do well with the counting calorie thing, I've interviewed a
few of them as well. If it works for you, go for it!



As you all know, I'm not bodybuilder but I do like to workout. Now, being
able to benefit from these workouts means you'll have to fuel your body the
right way, at least in my humble opinion.

Right away, when someone mentions "fueling your body" some sort of diet
comes to mind. Or, maybe supplement or even various protein powders.
Which is what today's topic is all about: Supplements and protein powders.

I remember back in the day, when my buddies and I were working out, one
came in the gym taking about 10 amino acid pills. Another guy swore on
protein type shakes. I was the odd ball because, and I'm sure you'll laugh, I
always had a can of Mountain Dew with me! Guess which one of us became
stronger? Guess who's muscles got bigger? Guess who was able to "lean
out" so to speak? It was me! I'm not saying Mountain Dew is good for you
(because it ain't!), I'm saying that maybe, just maybe, supplements aren't all
they're cracked up to be.

Keep in mind, I'm not a doctor nor am I a nutritionist. If you follow me at all,
you know I'm a self proclaimed Mountain Dew-aholic! (BUT, as of the time
of this writing, I haven't had one in about a month or so!) So why am I
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writing about this stuff, you ask?

I'm a believer that the "Less than 1 hour a day workouters", especially us
folks over 45 years old, shouldn't worry about supplement or protein type
shakes. I truly believe we've lived long enough to know the difference of
what we should or shouldn't put into our bodies. Does everyone follow this
mindset? Of course not, but we should know.

To understand where I'm coming from, if you feel a fast food salad and a
diet soda is a nice nutritious lunch, you and I are NOT of the same mindset.
Are you picking up what I'm throwing down, dog? I'm not saying either one
of us is right or wrong, we just think differently.

That being said, let's talk about supplements for a second. If you take a
supplement, and you feel good about it, GREAT! But if you're taking
supplements because someone told you it's the way to "grow your muscles"
or "lose the weight" or "they will make you stronger", I would call bull-
puckey on them! I can say this because I'm a walking example of doing
those things WITHOUT taking supplements.

Let's be clear here, I am NOT talking about medically prescribed
prescriptions. I'm talking about over the counter health store supplements.
OK?

Now, as far as protein shakes or whey shakes (I lump those all in the same
category), I'm guilty of drinking them, but NOT for the reasons you think. I'm
sure there is someone out there who's read my stuff saying "Andrew, I've
read about you drinking powder type shakes, etc" Heck, I've even bragged
about an 11 day cleanse I once did where I drank shakes all the time. Keep
in mind, I not once said it was or was not healthy to do so, because again,
that's medical and I don't do medical speak. But I have said, repeatedly, I
drank the stuff because I LOVED THE TASTE! (love me some vanilla baby!)

I, personally, don't feel there is any health benefits to drinking these shakes,
but I soooooo love that vanilla taste! (especially when I mix it with milk!)

Oh, I can hear it now, "But Andrew, I drink the shakes as a meal
replacement, so there has to be something to it, right?" I'm not saying there
is ZERO benefit to it, but what I am saying is those type of shakes aren't all
they are cracked up to be. They are NOT meal replacements, they are meal-
place-holders. If they were meal replacements, why does practically every



program that has you drink these shakes ALSO want you to EAT ONE OR
TWO HEALTHY MEALS EVERY DAY!? I won't spell it out to you, but
Helloooooo....McFly! (some will get the joke)

I'm also a firm believer if you truly want a healthy type of drink, get yourself
some sort of juicer type machine/blender and make them yourself. This isn't
a plug, but I have a NutriBullet and I LOVE IT! It's so cool to mix a bunch of
fruits and veggies together and just drink it!

Now THAT I say is MUCH healthier for you than a protein type shake. But, to
each their own.

My point to this is, if you want to take supplements and drink shakes, go for
it! If they make you feel good, GREAT! BUT, do so because you WANT to do
it, not because someone tells you it's the way to get healthy.(unless it's your
doctor telling you this)

Here's a no brainer TFS tip for you about nutrition......eat healthy stuff and
QUIT EATING CRAP!



Let’s talk about alcohol and the affects it has on your body (in terms of
being healthy and working out). We hear all the time that “alcohol is bad
for you” “alcohol makes you gain weight” and stuff like that, right? Well, I’m
here to tell you that I’m Italian and drinking wine is part of my culture. Now,
the last time I checked, wine was considered alcohol, so yes I drink alcohol. I
say that because I don’t believe alcohol, in small amounts, is bad for you. I
do believe, though, that excessive amount of alcohol is bad for you.

But today, I’m not going to focus on how much you should or should not
drink, but WHEN you should be drinking it (again, in terms of being healthy
and working out). How many of us, no matter in what stage you are in your
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workout cycle, go out to a friend’s party and say “I’ll just drink a little to be
social because after all, I’m trying to lose weight and get fit”. Now, there is
nothing wrong with this, but do you understand how your body reacts to
fuel intake at different times of the day? If not, I’ll give you a brief
explanation, which is what this article is all about.

Science has proven the human body burns fuel 24 hours a day. But it
significantly slows down when the body is sleeping. Science has also proven
that the body burns off sugars before fat, protein, etc.. So, when we look at
the way this all works out, it makes sense.

When you drink this “social drink(s)” at the party, it almost always is
accompanied with some sort of food consumption as well. We now leave
the party and go home and it’s time for bed. What happens when we sleep?
Our body burns the alcohol first then goes to the food. BUT, our metabolism
is slowed down because of the sleep thing so we aren’t burning as fast.
Now we wake up and, even though our body was burning the alcohol,
chances are it didn’t get too much of the food. We get up and now it’s time
for breakfast because we are conditioned to eat at certain times of the day
(it’s that Pavlov’s dog thing). We put more food into our body which has not
finished doing its thing from the food we ate the night before. Get it? 

Not only this, but we don’t “feel” like working out because we feel a bit
bloated. Being bloated may also make you feel ugly. When you feel ugly,
you just want to eat more. It’s an ongoing cycle.

I know this is a brief and crude explanation, but it does make sense when
you think about it this way. Maybe you’ve thought of this all the time and
maybe you haven’t. But now you know how it all works. So, if you’re
embarking on a workout program, or you just want to lose weight, or just
want to get fit, or just want to feel better, this little tip about when NOT to
drink alcohol may help you out. 

Now, before I finish, I want to say that if you are in the process of losing
weight, ANY alcohol is not a good idea. Also, we can go on and on about
what alcohol does to your midsection. Can you say "muffin-top"? Nuf said



People all over the world start a health and fitness program of some sort
every day. Some do a workout program, some do a diet program, some do
a combination of both, some make up their own stuff and some just think
about starting something when the "time is right".

Regardless of what you think or feel about health and fitness, regardless of
what your personal beliefs are towards health and fitness, regardless of
what your Personal Trainer has told you, and regardless of what that
muscle head in the gym has told you......there is only ONE constant when it
comes to health and fitness. There is only ONE thing that you really MUST
do to get to the results you're looking for. This one thing is that elusive
"magic pill" that is said to be nonexistent.

This "magic pill", if you weeeeeeellllllll (in my best Dusty Rhodes
voice....RIP!), is something that cannot be purchased, it cannot be found in
the back of the gym, your workout buddies can't give it to you, you won't
see it on QVC, and (believe it or not), you cannot Google it.

As a matter of fact, you ALREADY HAVE IT! This "magic pill" has already
been inside of you, it's been there for a LONG time. The issue is, you may
not have ever ingested it. This "magic pill" is something called consistency!

The "Magic Pill" Has
Been Found!
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Yup, that's it, consistency is the keep to health.

Don't believe me? Think about it. 
How does one grow muscle? Being consistent with their workouts.
How does one lose weight? Being consistent with their nutrition.
How does one get better are running marathons? Being consistent with
their running program.

Are you feeling me here, dog? Are you picking up what I'm putting down?

I don't care what part of the world you're in, I don't care which language
you speak, I don't care which religion you follow, when it comes to health
and fitness (or just about anything else for that matter) the one constant to
reach your goals is to be consistent.....PERIOD!

Oh, I'm sure the Workout Police will have something to say about this
writing, but the more I think about it, the more it rings true. Being
consistent is the key, like it or not.

So, if you haven't reached your goal, I'll ask how consistent you have been?
Oh, I'm sure there are people who have worked out everyday for the last 5
years that still don't have that Arnold body they are striving for, but that's
because of the workouts being done, not because of the lack of
consistency. Do you get the difference there?



Right away, when someone decides to start any kind of fitness program,
they focus on the workout itself. What to lift, how far to run, how to gain
muscle, etc. But the one thing they are leaving out is nutrition. Oh, believe
me, anyone in the fitness industry (that's worth anything) will tell you the
most important stuff about a workout program is NUTRITION, NUTRITION,
NUTRITION! That's across the board folks, that ALWAYS should be part of
your fitness plan. No one will argue that fact with you.

BUT, the difference then comes up about WHAT kind of nutrition. Should I
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eat meat or not? Should I switch my soda to diet soda? Should I eat 10
times a day? Should I not eat after 6:18pm? Should I wake up in the middle
of the night and have a ultra supersonic vitamin milkshake? What should I
do? This is the confusing part.

I'm here to tell you my take on this whole nutrition thing. As everyone
knows, I like to keep things simple. I stay with simple stuff. Getting
complicated is for the more advanced people, but not me. (Oh, I can hang
with the best of them, but I choose not to) Of course, I enjoy talking about
fitness/nutrition, and I always can (and will), but for the people that don't
know what to do to start off with, getting to involved and indepth may just
shy them away from being healthy, which is something NOBODY in this
industry wants, right?

So, all that being said, let's talk a bit about nutrition. Let's even break it
down a bit more and say "what you put into your body". Now for those of
you that have the same mindset as me, and view things a bit skewed, "what
you DON'T put into your body" is just as important. You can even say to
replace some of the bad stuff with good stuff, get it?

Again, keeping everything simple, let's take soda pop for instance. I don't
care what kind you drink, I don't care if it's diet or not diet, I don't care if it
has sugar or not, generally speaking soda pop is BAD for you....PERIOD!
(Oh, if a soda executive is reading this, sorry dude, but someone's gotta say
it!)

But Andrew, I love my soda pop, I need my soda pop! Well, too bad. Oh,
and just so you know, I love me my Mountain Dew, which is probably one of
the worst ones out there. In my younger days, I was a "Dew-a-holic", and I
proudly admit it! But in terms of being healthy, it's garbage!

Now, instead of drinking your beloved soda pop (diet or not) drink some
water. Heck, drink it from the tap, that's fine with me, but drink water! I
don't care if you don't like the taste of water (that one always cracks me
up!), drink it anyway. Again, YOU are the one looking to get healthy, so do
things that will make you healthy, duh!

Here's another tip, instead of having that bag of chips, those chocolate chip
cookies or that candy bar, eat an apple, or banana, or peach, or some kind
of fruit. Oh, it may not be as fun or as sexy, but is looking in the mirror at
yourself right now sexy? Hmmm?



You want to know something real cool to do? Again, this is for people who
WANT to be healthier, so if this is you, take note. Something cool is to get
some sort of blender/juicer/mixer/pureer and start making some sort of
blended veggie foo-foo drink once a day. There are all kinds of recipes
throughout the world wide web, so have fun looking for them.

Heck, you're making trips to the grocery store anyway, pick up some fruits
or veggies as well. (again, instead of that soda pop and bag of chips!)

I'm telling you, this isn't a hard concept to figure out. Remember, I'm just
keeping things simple here. All I'm doing is telling you things that you
already know. All I'm doing is saying stuff that deep down you know, but
maybe are afraid to admit.

Notice I didn't say anything about supplements, I didn't say anything about
how often you should eat, I didn't say anything about a specific vitamin to
take. I didn't say anything like that because you need to start somewhere.
Once you start changing your habits and begin to feel better, you will find
the more, let's call it "hard core" stuff to consume like vitamins,
supplements, etc.

But for right now, if you're not doing stuff, just start by keep things simple.
Learn to consume the right stuff AND NOT consume the bad stuff. Get it?
Don't worry about this type of fat is good, that type is bad; this carbo food
thingy is better than that carbo food thingy. Use some common sense with
your nutrition and you'll be amazed as to your results. Once you start to see
and feel the results, then dive deeper into the whole nutrition thing. But
keep it simple and have fun with it for now, ok?
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